Building a responsive teacher: how temporal contingency of gaze interaction influences word learning with virtual tutors
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1. Summary

Animated pedagogical agents are lifelike virtual characters designed to augment learning. A review of developmental psychology literature led to the hypothesis that the temporal contingency of such agents would promote human learning. We developed a Pedagogical Agent with Gaze Interaction (PAGI), an experimental animated pedagogical agent that engages in gaze interaction with students. In this study, university students learned words of a foreign language, with temporally contingent PAGI (live group) or recorded version of PAGI (recorded group), which played pre-recorded sequences from live sessions. The result revealed that students in the live group scored considerably better than those in the recorded group. The finding indicates that incorporating temporal contingency of gaze interaction from a pedagogical agent has positive effect on learning.

2. Introduction

Animated pedagogical agents are life-like virtual characters designed to enhance learning. These agents are receiving increasing attention as a new tool for computer-based education, supported by promising results from initial studies [1]. A wide variety of animated pedagogical agents have appeared; these agents range from realistic human forms in three-dimensional [2], to talking heads [3], animated parrots [4] and cartoon human characters [5]. Previous studies have examined a variety of features of such agents, including voice [4], appearance [6] and gender [7], to gauge their impact on learning. However, the knowledge of animated pedagogical agents is yet limited, and more research is needed to further identify the aspects of these agents that have potential to improve learning.
Social interaction of pedagogical agents is an area that requires more research. Developmental psychology literature suggests that human learning is influenced by social interaction. The ability to socially interact with others begins very early [8] and is thought to be crucial for learning general knowledge [9,10] and language [11,12]. Not surprisingly, children under 3 years of age learn less from screen media than from engaging in live social interaction with adults [13,14]; a phenomenon called the video-deficit effect [15].

While the cause of video deficit is not yet fully understood, several studies have found that providing live social interaction through screen media mitigates the effect [16,17]. For example, Nielsen et al. [17] demonstrated that when 2 year olds communicated with an experimenter through a closed circuit TV system, the children were as likely to succeed in imitating the experimenter’s actions as the children who interacted directly with the experimenter.

Facilitating social interaction has been one of the central topics in pedagogical agents literature [1]. However, the approach has been largely concentrated on the animation quality of agents, such as liveliness of agent’s gesture [18,19] and voice [4]. Recent developments in social neuroscience suggest the need for a more reciprocal approach, suggesting that social cognition may be fundamentally different when individuals are interacting with others rather than merely observing [20,21]. For example, Redcay et al. [22] showed that live interaction with a human experimenter, compared with viewing video recordings of the interaction, displayed greater activation in brain regions involved in social cognition and reward. In addition, Schilbach et al. [23] demonstrated that forming joint attention with a virtual character stimulates areas of the brain associated with social cognition, while avoiding joint attention recruited areas related to control of attention and eye movements.

Social interaction holds a distinct feature: temporal contingency. Indeed, human social cues involve a high level of temporal regulation. When humans communicate, gestures [24] and eye movements [25] become temporally coupled. Also, recent evidence suggests that such temporal regulation, or temporal contingency, also influences language learning. For example, Goldstein et al. [26] demonstrated that the immediate reactions of mothers to infant vocalizations or gestures facilitate speech production from infants. Therefore, this study focused on temporal contingency between the student and pedagogical agent.

Social interaction involves many domains, such as gesture, facial expression and voice tone. Gaze is one of the most well-described social cues [27], can be easily measured and be added to virtual characters with relative ease. Also, previous research from the field of developmental psychology indicates that gaze interaction is critical for the early stage of language learning [11,12,28]. For experimental purposes, we simplified gaze interaction into three key elements, mutual gaze, joint attention and gaze following, which are thought to play crucial roles in learning [11,12,28–30].

For learning material, we used foreign language vocabulary. While it is not a suitable teaching material for pedagogical agents to establish superiority over traditional teaching formats (e.g. books), we wanted to start with a material that adds less complication to experiment design. Adopting features for more advanced materials would propose another research topic, as we have to consider how to adopt each feature to fit the materials. In summary, our aim is to test the feature—temporal contingency—of the pedagogical agent and examine its effect per se as much as possible. To do so we started with a simple learning material, foreign language words.

This study is theoretically based on previous findings related to infants or children, but targets adults. Although it is necessary to note the differences between adult learning and child learning, learning unfamiliar words poses relatively similar demands to both children and to adults. Moreover, why the video deficit effect diminishes with age is under debate, and it would be interesting to see whether factors facilitating screen-media-learning in children could potentially impact adult learners.

In this study, we tested the hypothesis that the temporally contingent gaze interaction of animated pedagogical agents would enhance word learning. We developed an animated pedagogical agent capable of temporal contingent gaze interaction, called a Pedagogical Agent with Gaze Interaction (PAGI). PAGI simulates mutual gaze, gaze following, and joint attention with students while teaching foreign language words.

3. Material and methods

3.1. Participants

Thirty participants (seven women) were recruited from a subject pool at the University of Tokyo. Their mean age was 20.19 (s.d. = 1.47) years. Participants were all native Japanese without Korean language
experience. An additional five participants were not included in the sample owing to the failure of the eye-tracking system during the experiment, which caused the agent to malfunction. Participants were randomly assigned to either live ($n = 15$; women = 4; mean age = 20.0) or recorded ($n = 15$; women = 3; mean age = 20.4) group.

3.2. Design

A between-subjects yoked-condition design was used, in which participants learned Korean words with the temporally contingent agent (live group) or the recorded agent (recorded group). The live group was paired with the live-interacting pedagogical agent, and the recorded group with the agent replaying behaviour sequence recorded during live group sessions. Thus, the recorded group was provided with the same agent exhibiting the same behaviours in the exact sequence as the live group, except without temporal contingency.

3.3. The pedagogical agent with gaze interaction

The PAGI is an experimental animated pedagogical agent designed to teach Korean words to Japanese students. It is a three-dimensional male cartoon character voiced by a male Korean–Japanese bilingual speaker, lip-synced to the voice using predefined visemes.

PAGI started with an opening narration, explaining that he will be teaching Korean words, while gazing at participant’s eyes, initiating eye contact (figure 1). After the narration, PAGI initiated the word learning phase. First, two pictures were presented (stage 1). PAGI waited for an eye contact and then shifted his gaze to the target picture. He then waited for the participant to follow his gaze and fixate on the target picture, and form joint attention. After joint attention was formed, PAGI returned his gaze to the participant and spoke a frame sentence (the first portion of the sentence leading to a target word, e.g. ‘this is’ or ‘next is’ in Japanese (stage 2)). Finally, PAGI spoke the target Korean word twice (stage 3). PAGI repeated stages 1–3 for each word.

In Stage 2, if the participant did not form the joint attention within 3 s time limit, PAGI looked at the participant and delivered attention-redirecting dialogue (‘Please follow my lead’) in Japanese. This was to mimic the behaviour of human tutor delivering attention-redirecting dialogue and to prevent the live group participants from taking advantage of the system and taking too much time to memorize each word. However, a pilot test revealed that for the replay group, the dialogue impaired the perceived reliability of the system, which is a confounding factor that could critically damage the experiment. Thus, recordings containing attention-redirection dialogues were not used for the recorded group. As a result, seven recordings were distributed to 15 recorded group participants.

3.4. Materials

All dialogues except target words were presented in Japanese. Korean nouns with less than four syllables were used for the lesson. Each word was presented with a corresponding picture and written Japanese word (figure 1). The word list was identical for all participants and was presented in the same sequence.
The words were selected by a Korean–Japanese bilingual based on two criteria, low resemblance between the pair and familiarity to the general population (see the electronic supplementary material, Appendix A).

A distracter picture was presented with each target picture to force gaze following. If only the target picture was presented, gaze following would be unnecessary. To avoid this, a random picture from the word list was simultaneously presented as a non-target word. As a result, to obtain the correct meaning of the word, participants needed to watch and follow PAGI’s gaze. The target and distracter picture pairs were presented randomly to the left or right of PAGI (figure 2b). Participants learned 60 words, which were divided into two blocks of 30 words, with a 1 min rest between the blocks.

As the task was simple and repetitive, a pre-test revealed a ceiling effect, and participants reported that the difference between two conditions was too minor to be noticed. To solve these two problems, we employed a dual-task design using a digit span two-back task. A single-digit number appeared above PAGI and then was replaced by ‘input’, thus forcing participants to take their eye away from PAGI from time to time. This enabled participants to notice whether PAGI was responding to them or not. Participants were instructed to input the digit using a keyboard numpad while the two-back sign was showing ‘input’. When the answer was inputted during the input time window, the sign changed to blank to inform participants that their input was handled, regardless of its correctness. Key inputs made when the sign showed otherwise (a number or blank) were ignored. The two-back task was temporally synced to the word learning task; started and ended at the same time as each word (figure 1).

3.5. Apparatus

The eye-tracker (Tobii, Sweden) was integrated with a 17 inch LCD monitor, on which stimuli were displayed. A nine-point calibration was administered at the start of every block. A webcam placed under the eye-tracker focused on the participant’s eyes to monitor the gaze interaction. For the test phase, a 17 inch CRT monitor was used. Sound stimuli were presented through two speakers (BOSE Media Mate II).

3.6. Procedure

When the participants arrived at the laboratory, each was led separately to a room and seated in front of a monitor. The experimenter told each participant that the purpose of the experiment was to assess how humans learn a foreign language and instructed them to engage in gaze interaction with the agent, by forming mutual gaze and following the agent’s gaze. The experiment was divided into two phases: learning and test. In the beginning of the learning phase, each participant was given a practice session to get accustomed to PAGI and rehearse the digit span two-back task. The practice session was identical to the learning phase, except that instead of the Korean words, 10 English alphabet letters—from ‘a’ to ‘j’—were presented (figure 2a). Thus, each participant was given 10 trials (each alphabet counted as one trial) in the practice session. For the two-back task, participants were instructed to use any fingers of their preference, and to return all fingers to the starting position after each input; all fingers placed in line below numpad.

The test phase was carried out immediately after the learning phase. Four pictures were presented on the screen and a Korean word was verbally given (figure 2c). Participants were instructed to pick the picture that corresponded to the word. Participants used number keys 1–4 on a keyboard during the test to choose the picture. Participants were informed that there was no time limit during the test phase. The entire experiment lasted 25–30 min.
4. Results

The test score was composed of the number of correct answers. Participants from both groups scored higher than the chance level; 15 words as the test phase consisted of 64 choice questions (live group: \( t_{14} = 10.193, p < 0.001 \); recorded group: \( t_{14} = 7.572, p < 0.001 \), one-sample \( t \)-test). The mean test scores differed significantly between the two groups (\( t_{28} = 3.372, p = 0.002, d = 1.24 \); figure 3).

The live group also performed better on the two-back task, with marginal significance (\( t_{28} = 3.046, p = 0.095 \)). This was expected as the two-back task was temporally synced to the word learning task, thus was also under temporal contingency effect, albeit less explicit than the main task.

As the experiment used dual-task design, the difference of attention allocation on two tasks may have affected the result (i.e. the live group assigned a larger proportion of cognitive resource on the word learning task). The difference could not be compared between the two groups, however, as both tasks were affected by temporal contingency. Nonetheless, analysis on each group showed no significant correlations between the test scores and two-back scores. Also, group difference of test scores cannot be explained by attention allocation as the live group scored better on both tasks.

Generally, memory task performance increases when participants are given more time, and the time spent on the learning phase was not controlled in our experiment. To assess the influence of the time spent on learning, we examined the relationship between participants’ learning time and test scores. The duration of the learning phase did not differ significantly between the two groups (live group: \( M = 368.7 \) s, recorded group: \( M = 352.8 \) sec; \( t_{28} = 1.391, p > 0.1 \)). There was no significant correlation between learning phase duration and test scores. These analyses revealed that time spent on learning did not significantly affect the test scores.

Because the attention-redirecting dialogue was provided only for the live group, it may have influenced the result. To assess this, we conducted an analysis using the live group data. The overall number of received attention-redirecting dialogues was small (\( M = 1.27 \)); seven participants did not receive any, four received one, two received two and two received four. As the distribution of attention-redirecting dialogue counts were outside of the limits of normality (standardized skewness coefficient greater than 2), a nonparametric procedure, Spearman’s rho was used for the analysis. The correlation between the number of received dialogues and test scores was not significant (\( r = 0.439, p > 0.1 \), Spearman’s rho). In addition, we observed no significant difference in test scores between participants who received the attention-redirecting dialogue and those who did not (\( t_{13} = 1.298, p > 0.2 \)). This provides some evidence that the attention-redirecting dialogue did not significantly affect the result.

The eye-tracking data were gathered using commercial software (Tobii Studio, Sweden). As eye-tracking data is inherently noisy, we conducted strict pre-selection of data. The samples containing less than 50 valid fixations (data points classified as fixation inside the area of interest that does not contain missing gaze points and was longer than 100 ms)—which is argued to be the minimum fixation
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Figure 3. Mean of test results. Left: word learning. Right: two-back task. The asterisk indicates statistical significance. Error bars represent standard errors.
duration; Tobii Fixation Filter \cite{31} was used for fixation classification) were excluded from the analysis for statistical validity. As a result, three participants from the live group and five from the replay group were excluded for eye-tracking data analysis.

The eye-tracking data analysis revealed no immediate difference between the two groups. Reaction time for mutual gaze and joint attention was calculated by measuring the time elapsed from PAGI’s gaze shift and subsequent fixation on the target object (mutual gaze: PAGI, joint attention: target picture). There was no significant difference in the reaction time between groups either in mutual gaze (live group: $M = 852.33$ ms, recorded group: $M = 828.46$ ms, $p > 0.8$) or joint attention (live group: $M = 896.99$ ms, recorded group: $M = 780.43$ ms, $p > 0.1$). To analyse participants’ commitment to each gaze interaction, the proportion of each gaze behaviour was assessed. The proportion of direct gaze was calculated as the total duration that the participant fixated on PAGI while PAGI was looking at the participant/total duration of PAGI looking at participant; joint attention as total duration that the participant fixated on the target picture while PAGI was looking at the picture/total duration of PAGI looking at the picture. There was no significant difference between the two groups, for mutual gaze (live group: $M = 0.291$, recorded group: $M = 0.180$, $p > 0.1$) or joint attention (live group: $M = 0.437$, recorded group: $M = 0.290$, $p > 0.1$). None of these factors were correlated with the test scores.

To further evaluate the differences in visual search patterns, the average fixation duration was measured. The fixations on PAGI and pictures were subjected to the analysis. There was no significant difference between the groups (live group: $M = 556.54$ ms, recorded group: $M = 475.52$ ms, $p > 0.2$), and there was no significant correlation with the test scores. However, additional analysis revealed that a certain time window of fixation duration was related to higher test scores (figure 4). The average fixation duration of the higher scoring group (split by the test score median) was inside $350 \sim 750$ ms, with only two samples outside the $400 \sim 700$ ms window. Indeed, participants with average fixation duration within $400 \sim 700$ ms scored significantly better ($n = 11$, $M = 31.55$) than those with shorter or longer gaze duration ($n = 11$, $M = 24.64$, $t_{20} = 3.086$, $p = 0.006$). The distribution of samples regarding the duration window differed significantly between the two groups; 9 out of 12 members of the live group were inside the time window compared with 2 out of 10 from the replay group (Fisher’s exact test, two-tailed, $p = 0.03$).

Interestingly, the correlation between the test scores and the fixation duration was in the opposite direction (live group: $r = -0.626$, $p = 0.03$, recorded group: $r = 0.644$, $p = 0.045$). The replay group was more likely to have a fixation average shorter than $350$ ms (Fisher’s exact test, two-tailed, $p = 0.029$), which appears to reflect the need for more frequent visual search. As for the live group, excessive fixation duration was related to lower test scores, which we initially believed to be the consequence of attention gaps. As attention gaps should have increased the likelihood of receiving attention-redirecting dialogues, we assessed if there was a correlation between the fixation duration average and the attention-redirecting dialogue count, but it did not reach significance ($r = -0.041$, $p > 0.1$, Spearman’s rho).
5. Discussion

The present study demonstrated that temporally contingent gaze interaction improves the word learning with animated pedagogical agents. Our study supports the importance of live social interaction on human learning and extends this to computer-based education.

Because the attention-redirecting dialogue was presented only for the live group, we initially suspected that the dialogue might have influenced the result. However, our auxiliary analysis suggests that the influence was negligible. This seems at a glance to contradict previous finding of D’Mello et al. [32], who reported that the use of attention-redirecting dialogue improved learning of high school biology. However, they also reported that the effect was confined to deep reasoning, and the effect was not found in overall learning, especially in directly transferred knowledge. As attention-redirecting dialogue is strongly related to boredom or drift of attention, its effect is understandably influenced by complexity of learning material and the length of lesson. The facts that the learning material of our experiment was relatively simple and short should have minimized the effect of the attention-redirecting dialogues, as shown in our result.

If the attention-redirecting dialogue did not improve learning, it remains unclear why the temporal contingency of gaze interaction had such a significant effect. One possible explanation is that lack of temporal contingency induced larger cognitive load by inflicting the need for more frequent visual search; the replay group participants had to constantly check for the agent’s cues whereas the live group participants could progress on their own terms. The analysis of the fixation duration average showed that the live group was more likely than the replay group to have fixation average inside the time window of 400 ~ 700 ms which was linked to higher test scores, and the replay group was more likely to have shorter fixation average. While fixation duration cannot always be directly linked to cognitive processes, in regard to our experimental task, shorter fixation durations can be linked to greater devotion towards visual search. Therefore, it can be assumed that temporal contingency reduced extraneous cognitive load, contributing to less burden for visual search.

The analysis also showed that for the live group, excessive fixation duration was related to lower test scores. This is probably attributable to a lack of motivation. The participants may have thoughtlessly followed the instruction by exhibiting gaze behaviours, but did not invest full attention to word learning. If this was the case, fixation duration may be used to counter low attention in real world settings, especially for students with low motivation. To this end, how fixation duration is affected by motivation is an interesting research topic and requires future research.

Another major factor influencing the result may be social presence. In social agency theory, social cues of pedagogical agents prime a feeling of social partnership in the learner, which leads to deeper cognitive processing during learning, and results in a more meaningful learning outcome [1,19]. Previous studies suggest that the social agency of pedagogical agents have an impact on learner motivation [6,33], and the design of these agents could alter the motivational outcomes [6,18]. In addition, recent evidence from social neuroscience implies that social cues from a virtual agent—direct gaze and socially relevant facial expression—recruit brain regions related to emotional processing [34]. The temporal contingency of gaze interaction may have influenced perceived social agency, affecting the motivation of participants. While D’Mello et al. [32] reported gaze reactivity of a pedagogical agent did not produce motivational outcomes, the gaze interaction in the study was limited to attention-redirecting dialogue which the agent vocalized when student’s gaze was away for a specific time. PAGI’s interacting behaviours were more reciprocal and real time, thus may have yielded greater social presence, resulting in more motivational outcomes. More research is needed, however, to confirm that the temporal contingency of pedagogical agents facilitate learning motivation.

The most important topic deferred for future work is ‘follow- and lead-in’ of joint attention and its effect on learning. In this study, joint attention was initiated by the pedagogical agent, which put participants in a follow-in position. While the interaction still proved beneficial, previous studies indicate that lead-in joint attention may be favourable to follow-in joint attention. Schilbach et al. [23] found that lead-in gaze interaction activates the brain area related to the reward system, which implies having learners lead gaze interaction could enhance motivational outcomes. In addition, evidence from developmental psychology suggests that lead-in joint attention has more benefits than follow-in joint attention in early language development [35]. Therefore, adding lead-in joint attention to the agent may lead to enhanced learning outcomes.

This study also proposes the merit of using artificial agents in the field of developmental psychology as a tool for assessing human-to-human interactions. The merits of using virtual environments in psychological experiments has been discussed [36] and has been successfully implemented in social
neuropsychology [23,34]. In this study, by using an artificial agent, we had strict control over the temporal contingency, which would have been difficult for a human experimenter. Therefore, we believe artificial agents have potential as experimental tools. For example, one construct that can benefit from using artificial agents is the video deficit effect. Currently, the most common practice when examining the video deficit effect is to use human experimenters as a counterpart to video stimuli [14,37,38]. There are two limitations to this experimental design. First, strict control over variables cannot be ensured. Second, the granularity of the experiment is limited by the precision of human perception. For example, the latency of mutual gaze cannot be controlled in milliseconds. We believe artificial agents open new possibilities for assessing subtle human behaviours, precisely and cost-efficiently.

In conclusion, our experiment has led us to conclude that temporal contingency of gaze interaction is a key feature in the effectiveness of animated pedagogical agents. Our data suggest that temporal contingency should be considered when designing animated pedagogical agents. Furthermore, our methodology proposes the merit of using artificial agents in the field of developmental psychology to overcome the limits of previous experimental methods involving human experimenters.
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